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Abstract. Action rules describe possible transitions of objects from one state to
another with respect to a distinguished attribute. Early research on action rule discovery usually required the extraction of classification rules before constructing
any action rule. Newest algorithms discover action rules directly from a decision system. To our knowledge, all these algorithms assume that all attributes
are symbolic or require prior discretization of all numerical attributes. This paper
presents a new approach for generating action rules from datasets with numerical
attributes by incorporating a tree classifier and a pruning step based on metaactions. Meta-actions are seen as a higher-level knowledge (provided by experts)
about correlations between different attributes.

1 Introduction
An action rule is a rule extracted from an information system that describes a possible
transition of objects from one state to another with respect to a distinguished attribute
called a decision attribute [13]. Attributes used to describe objects are partitioned into
stable and flexible. Values of flexible attributes can be changed. This change can be influenced and controlled by users. Action rules mining initially was based on comparing
profiles of two groups of targeted objects - those that are desirable and those that are
undesirable [13]. An action rule was defined as a term [(ω) ∧ (α → β)] ⇒ (φ → ψ),
where ω is the header and it is a conjunction of fixed classification features shared by
both groups, (α → β) represents proposed changes in values of flexible features, and
(φ → ψ) is a desired effect of the action. The discovered knowledge provides an insight
of how values of some attributes need to be changed so the undesirable objects can be
shifted to a desirable group. For example, one would like to find a way to improve his
or her salary from a low-income to a high-income. Action rules tell us what changes
within flexible attributes are needed to achieve that goal.
Meta-actions are defined as actions which trigger changes of flexible attributes either directly or indirectly because of correlations among certain attributes in the system. Links between meta-actions and changes they trigger within the values of flexible
attributes can be defined by an ontology [3] or by a mapping linking meta-actions with
changes of attribute values used to describe objects in the decision system. In medical
domain, taking a drug is a classical example of a meta-action. For instance, Lamivudine
is used for treatment of chronic hepatitis B. It improves the seroconversion of e-antigen
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positive hepatitis B and also improves histology staging of the liver but at the same time
it can cause a number of other symptoms. This is why doctors have to order certain lab
tests to check patient’s response to that drug. Clearly, the cost of a drug is known.
The concept of an action rule was proposed in [13] and investigated further in [18]
[19] [8] [14] [4] [10] [17]. Paper [6] was probably the first attempt towards formally
introducing the problem of mining action rules without pre-existing classification rules.
Authors explicitly formulated it as a search problem in a support-confidence-cost framework. The proposed algorithm has some similarity with Apriori [1]. Their definition of
an action rule allows changes on stable attributes. Changing the value of an attribute,
either stable or flexible, is linked with a cost [19]. In order to rule out action rules
with undesired changes on attributes, authors assigned very high cost to such changes.
However, that way, the cost of action rules discovery is getting unnecessarily increased.
Also, they did not take into account the correlations between attribute values which are
naturally linked with the cost of rules used either to accept or reject a rule.
Algorithm ARED, presented in [7], is based on Pawlak s model of an information
system S [9]. The goal was to identify certain relationships between granules defined
by the indiscernibility relation on its objects. Some of these relationships uniquely define action rules for S. Paper [11] presents a strategy for discovering action rules directly
from the decision system. Action rules are built from atomic expressions following a
strategy similar to LERS [5]. In [19], authors introduced the cost of action rules and
use it in the pruning step of the rule discovery process. Paper [20] introduced the notion of action as a domain- independent way to model the domain knowledge. Given
a data set about actionable features and an utility measure, a pattern is actionable if
it summarizes a population that can be acted upon towards a more promising population observed with a higher utility. Algorithms for mining actionable patterns (changes
within flexible attributes) take into account only numerical attributes. The distinguished
(decision) attribute is called utility. Each action Ai triggers changes of attribute values
described by terms [a ↓], [b ↑], and [c (don’t know)]. They are represented as an influence matrix built by an expert. While previous approaches used only features - mined
directly from the decision system, authors in [20] define actions as its foreign concepts.
Influence matrix shows the link between actions and changes of attribute values and the
same shows correlations between some attributes, i.e. if [a ↓], then [b ↑]. Clearly, expert
does not know correlations between classification attributes and the decision attribute.
Such correlations can be seen as action rules and they are discovered from the decision
system. So, the definition of an action rule in [20] only refers to the increase/decrease
of values of numerical attribute and the process of constructing action rules does not
take into consideration neither their cost nor stable attributes.
This paper extends the definition of action rules [12] to numerical attributes and
presents a new approach for discovering them from decision systems by incorporating
a tree classifier, cost of action rules [19], and the pruning step based on meta-actions.

2 Background and Objectives
In this section we introduce the notion of an information system, meta-action and give
examples.
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By an information system [9] we mean a triple S = (X, A, V ), where:
1. X is a nonempty, finite set of objects
2. A is a nonempty, finite set of attributes, i.e.
a : U
−→ Va is a function for any a ∈ A, where Va is called the domain of a
3. V = {Va : a ∈ A}.
For example, Table 1 shows an information system S with a set of objects X =
{x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 , x8 }, set of attributes A = {a, b, c, d}, and a set of their values V = {a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 , b3 , c1 , c2 , d1 , d2 , d3 }.
Table 1. Information System S

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8

a
a1
a2
a2
a2
a2
a1
a1
a1

b
b1
b1
b2
b1
b3
b1
b2
b2

c
c1
c2
c2
c1
c2
c2
c2
c1

d
d1
d1
d1
d1
d1
d2
d1
d3

An information system S = (X, A, V ) is called a decision system, if one of the
attributes in A is distinguished and called the decision. The remaining attributes in A
are classification attributes. Additionally, we assume that A = ASt ∪ AF l ∪ {d}, where
attributes in ASt are called stable whereas in AF l are called flexible. Attribute d is the
decision attribute. “Date of birth” is an example of a stable attribute. “Interest rate” for
each customer account is an example of a flexible attribute.
By meta-actions associated with S we mean higher level concepts representing actions introduced in [20]. Meta-actions, when executed, are expected to trigger changes
in values of some flexible attributes in S as described by influence matrix [20]. To give
an example, let us assume that classification attributes in S describe teaching evaluations at some school and the decision attribute represents their overall score. Examples
of classification attributes are: Explain difficult concepts effectively, Stimulate student
interest in the course, Provide sufficient feedback. Then, examples of meta-actions associated with S will be: Change the content of the course, Change the textbook of the
course, Post all material on the Web. The influence matrix [20] is used to describe the
relationship between meta-actions and the expected changes within classification attributes. It should be mentioned here that expert knowledge concerning meta-actions
involves only classification attributes. Now, if some of these attributes are correlated
with the decision attribute, then any change in their values will cascade to the decision
attribute through this correlation. The goal of an action rule discovery is to identify all
correlations between classification attributes and the decision attribute.
In earlier works in [13] [18] [19] [7] [14], action rules are constructed from classification rules. This means that we use pre-existing classification rules to construct action
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rules either from certain pairs of these rules or from a single classification rule. For
instance, algorithm ARAS [14] generates sets of terms (built from values of attributes)
around classification rules and constructs action rules directly from them. In [12] authors presented a strategy for extracting action rules directly from a decision system and
without using pre-existing classification rules.
In the next section, we introduce the notion of action sets, action rules [12], the cost
of an action rule, and the notion of an influence matrix (see [20]) associated with a set
of meta-actions. The values stored in an influence matrix are action sets.

3 Action Rules and Meta-actions

Let S = (X, A, V ) is an information system, where V = {Va : a ∈ A}. First, we
modify the notion of an atomic action set given in [11] so it may include numerical
attributes.
By an atomic action set we mean any of the three expressions:
1. (a, a1 → a2 ), where a is a symbolic attribute and a1 , a2 ∈ Va ,
2. (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↑ [a3 , a4 ]), where a is a numerical attribute, a1 ≤ a2 < a3 ≤ a4 , and
(∀)[(1 ≤ i ≤ 4) → (ai ∈ Va )],
3. (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↓ [a3 , a4 ]) where a is a numerical attribute, a3 ≤ a4 < a1 ≤ a2 , and
(∀)[(1 ≤ i ≤ 4) → (ai ∈ Va )].
If a is symbolic and a1 = a2 , then a is called stable on a1 . Instead of (a, a1 → a1 ), we
often write (a, a1 ) for any a1 ∈ Va . The term (a, a1 → a2 ) should be read as “the value
of attribute a is changed from a1 to a2 ”. The term (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↑ [a3 , a4 ]) should be read
as “the value of attribute a from to the interval [a1 , a2 ] is increased and it belongs now
to the interval [a3 , a4 ]”. Similarly, the term (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↓ [a3 , a4 ]) should be read as
“the value of attribute a from to the interval [a1 , a2 ] is decreased and it belongs now to
the interval [a3 , a4 ]”.
Also, a simplified version of the atomic action set will be used. It includes such
expressions as: (a, ↑ [a3 , a4 ]), (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↑), (a, ↓ [a3 , a4 ]), and (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↓).
Any collection of atomic action sets is called a candidate action set. If a candidate action set does not contain two atomic action sets referring to the same attribute, then it is
called an action set. Clearly, {(b, b2 ), (b, [b1 , b2 ] ↑ [b3 , b4 ])} is an example of a candidate
action set which is not an action set. By the domain of action set t, denoted by Dom(t),
we mean the set of all attribute names listed in t. For instance if {(a, a2 ), (b, b1 → b2 )}
is the action set, then its domain is equal to {a, b}. By an action term we mean a conjunction of atomic action sets forming an action set. There is some similarity between
atomic action sets and atomic expressions introduced in [15], [20].
Now, assume that M1 is a meta-action triggering the action set {(a, a2 ), (b, b1 →
b2 )} and M2 is a meta-action triggering the atomic actions in {(a, a2 ), (b, b2 → b1 )}.
It means that M1 and M2 involve attributes a, b with attribute a remaining stable. The
corresponding action terms are: (a, a2 ) · (b, b1 → b2 ) associated with M1 and (a, a2 ) ·
(b, b2 → b1 ) associated with M2 .
Consider a set of meta-actions {M1 , M2 , ..., Mn } associated with a decision system
S = (X, A ∪ {d}, V ). Each meta-action Mi may trigger changes of some attribute values for objects in S. We assume here that A − {d} = {A1 , A2 , ..., Am }. The influence
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of a meta-action Mi on attribute Aj in S is represented by an atomic action set Ei,j .
The influence of meta-actions {M1 , M2 , ..., Mn } on the classification attributes in S is
described by the influence matrix {Ei,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ m}. There is no expert
knowledge about what is their correlation with the decision attribute in S.
By action rule in S we mean any expression r = [t1 ⇒ (d, d1 → d2 )], where t1 is
an action set in S and d is the decision attribute. The domain of action rule r is defined
as Dom(t1 ) ∪ {d}.
Now, we give an example of action rules assuming that an information system S is
represented by Table 1, a, c, d are flexible attributes and b is stable. Expressions (a, a2 ),
(b, b2 ), (c, c1 → c2 ), (d, d1 → d2 ) are examples of atomic action sets. Expression r
= [[(a, a2 ) · (c, c1 → c2 )] ⇒ (d, d1 → d2 )] is an example of an action rule. The rule
says that if value a2 remains unchanged and value c will change from c1 to c2 , then it
is expected that the value d will change from d1 to d2 . The domain Dom(r) of action
rule r is equal to {a, c, d}. For simplicity reason, our example does not cover numerical
attributes and the same we do not consider such terms as (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↓ [a3 , a4 ]) or
(a, [a1 , a2 ] ↑ [a3 , a4 ]) which are also constructed by hierarchical classifiers.
Standard interpretation NS of action terms in S = (X, A, V ) is defined as follow:
1. If (a, a1 → a2 ) is an atomic action set, then
NS ((a, a1 → a2 )) = [{x ∈ X : a(x) = a1 }, {x ∈ X : a(x) = a2 }].
2. If (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↓ [a3 , a4 ]) is an atomic action set, then
NS ((a, [a1 , a2 ] ↓ [a3 , a4 ])) = [{x ∈ X : a1 ≤ a(x) ≤ a2 }, {x ∈ X : a3 ≤
a(x) ≤ a4 }].
3. If (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↑ [a3 , a4 ]) is an atomic action set, then
NS ((a, [a1 , a2 ] ↑ [a3 , a4 ])) = [{x ∈ X : a1 ≤ a(x) ≤ a2 }, {x ∈ X : a3 ≤
a(x) ≤ a4 }].
4. If (a, ↑ [a3 , a4 ]) is an atomic action set, then
NS ((a, ↑ [a3 , a4 ])) = [{x ∈ X : a(x) < a3 }, {x ∈ X : a3 ≤ a(x) ≤ a4 }].
5. If (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↑) is an atomic action set, then
NS ((a, [a1 , a2 ] ↑)) = [{x ∈ X : a1 ≤ a(x) ≤ a2 }, {x ∈ X : a2 < a(x)}].
6. If (a, ↓ [a3 , a4 ]) is an atomic action set, then
NS ((a, ↓ [a3 , a4 ])) = [{x ∈ X : a(x) < a3 }, {x ∈ X : a3 ≤ a(x) ≤ a4 }].
7. If (a, [a1 , a2 ] ↓) is an atomic action set, then
NS ((a, [a1 , a2 ] ↓)) = [{x ∈ X : a1 ≤ a(x) ≤ a2 }, {x ∈ X : a2 < a(x)}].
8. If t1 = t2 · t is an action term, t2 is an atomic action set, NS (t2 ) = [Z1 , Z2 ], and
NS (t) = [Y1 , Y2 ], then NS (t1 ) = [Z1 ∩ Y1 , Z2 ∩ Y2 ].
If t is an action rule and NS (t) = {Y1 , Y2 }, then the support of t in S is defined as
sup(t) = min{card(Y1 ), card(Y2 )}.
Now, let r = [t1 ⇒ t2 ] is an action rule, where NS (t1 ) = [Y1 , Y2 ], NS (t2 ) =
[Z1 , Z2 ]. Support and confidence of r are defined as:
1. sup(r) = min{card(Y1 ∩ Z1 ), card(Y2 ∩ Z2 )}.
card(Y2 ∩Z2 )
1 ∩Z1 )
2. conf (r) = [ card(Y
card(Y1 ) ] · [ card(Y2 ) ].
The definition of a confidence requires that card(Y1 ) = 0 and card(Y2 ) = 0. Otherwise, the confidence of an action rule is undefined.
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Coming back to the example of S given in Table 1, we can find a number of action
rules associated with S. Let us take r = [[(b, b1 ) · (c, c1 → c2 )] ⇒ (d, d1 → d2 )] as an
example of action rule. Then,
NS ((b, b1 )) = [{x1 , x2 , x4 , x6 }, {x1 , x2 , x4 , x6 }],
NS ((c, c1 → c2 )) = [{x1 , x4 , x8 }, {x2 , x3 , x5 , x6 , x7 }],
NS ((d, d1 → d2 )) = [{x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x7 }, {x6 }],
NS ((b, b1 ) · (c, c1 → c2 )) = [{x1 , x4 }, {x2 , x6 }].
Clearly, sup(r) = 1 and conf (r) = 1 · 1 = 1/2.
The notion of a cost associated with an action rule was introduced in [19]. Some
changes of values of attributes are not expensive and easy to achieve but some of them
might be very costly. So, with every atomic action set t, we associate the cost costS (t)
needed to achieve the change of attribute value recommended in t for objects in S.
If all atomicactions sets listed in t = t1 · t2 · t3 · .... · tk are not correlated, then
costS (t) = {costS (ti ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.

4 Action Rules Discovery
In this section we present the process of discovering action rules of acceptable cost from
a decision system S = (X, A ∪ {d}, V ) using a tree classifier and an influence matrix
associated with meta-actions.
To reduce the number of values for numerical attributes in S we use a classical
method based either on entropy or Gini index resulting in a hierarchical discretization.
Classification attributes are partitioned into stable and flexible. Before we use any flexible attribute in the process of a decision tree construction, all stable attributes have to
be used first. This way the decision table is split into a number of decision subtables
leading to them from the root of the tree by uniquely defined pathes built from stable
attributes [18]. Each path defines a header in all action rules extracted from the corresponding subtable. Initial testing shows that the action rules built that way are more
compact (have larger intervals) than action rules built with prior discretization of the
decision table done for instance by Rough Sets Exploration System [16].
For instance, let us assume that the table assigned to the root of the tree in Fig. 1 has
to be converted into its decision tree representation and that we are looking for action
rules of which purpose is to change the property of objects from d3 into d1 . We also
assume that both attributes in {a, b} are stable and attributes in {c, e, f } are flexible.
Attribute {d} is the decision attribute. Our goal is to split this table into sub-tables by
taking a stable attribute with the largest entropy gain as the splitting one. In our example,
we chose attribute a.
This process is recursively continued for all stable attributes (in our example only one
stable attribute is left). The sub-tables corresponding to outgoing edges from the root
node which are labelled by a = 10, a = 3 are removed because they do not contain
decision value d1 . After all stable attributes are used, we begin splitting recursively each
of the latest sub-tables by taking a flexible attribute with the largest entropy gain as the
splitting one. In our example, the following pathes (from the root to a leaf) are finally
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a
2
2
10
10
2
2
10
2
3
3
3
2

Stable: {a, b}
Flexible: {c, e, f}
Decision Feature: {d}
Reclassification Direction : 3 Æ 1

bc
24
54
24
45
25
24
24
55
24
35
35
54

a = 10
bc
24
45
24

e
9
8
7

f
4
7
4

e
7
6
9
8
6
7
7
6
6
7
6
9

f
8
8
4
7
9
6
4
8
8
4
2
4

d
1
1
2
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
1

a=2

d
2
2
2

b
2
5
2
2
5
5

Decision values are
all the same ∴ Stop
splitting further

c
4
4
5
4
5
4

e
7
6
6
7
6
9

f
8
8
9
6
8
4

a=3
bc
24
35
35

d
1
1
3
3
3
1

b=2
c
4
5
4

e
7
6
7

f=6
f=8
d
3

d
1

f
8
9
6

c
4
5
4

f= 9
d
3

ef
68
68
94

d
2
2
3

d
1
3
1

c=5
d
3

f
8
4
2

Decision values do not
contain a desired class
(“1”) ∴ Stop splitting
further

b=5

d
1
3
3

e
6
7
6

c=4
d
1

Fig. 1. Classification Tree Construction Process

built: [[(a, 2)∧(b, 2)]∧(f, 6)∧(d, 3)], [[(a, 2)∧(b, 2)]∧(f, 8)∧(d, 1)], [[(a, 2)∧(b, 2)]∧
(f, 9) ∧ (d, 3)], [[(a, 2) ∧ (b, 5)] ∧ (c, 5) ∧ (d, 3)], [[(a, 2) ∧ (b, 2)] ∧ (c, 4) ∧ (d, 1)].
By examining the nodes right above the leaves of the resulting decision tree, we get
the following candidate action rules (based on strategy similar to DEAR [18]):
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– [[(a, 2) ∧ (b, 2)] ∧ (f, 6 → 8)] ⇒ (d, 3 → 1)],
– [[(a, 2) ∧ (b, 2)] ∧ (f, 9 → 8)] ⇒ (d, 3 → 1)],
– [[(a, 2) ∧ (b, 5)] ∧ (c, 5 → 4)] ⇒ (d, 3 → 1)].
Now, we can calculate the cost of each of these candidate action rules and delete all
with cost below a user specified threshold.
Influence matrix associated with S and a set of meta-actions is used to identify which
remaining candidate action rules are valid with respect to meta-actions and hidden correlations between classification attributes and the decision attribute.
Assume that S = (X, A∪{d}, V ) is a decision system, A−{d} = A1 ∪A2 ∪...∪Am ,
{M1 , M2 , ..., Mn } are meta-actions associated with S, {Ei,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
is the influence matrix, and r = [(A[i,1] , a[i,1] → a[j,1] ) · (A[i,2] , a[i,2] → a[j,2] ) · ..... ·
(A[i,k] , a[i,k] → a[j,k] )] ⇒ (d, di → dj ) is a candidate action rule extracted from S.
Also, we assume here that A[i,j] (Mi ) = Ei,j . Value Ei,j is either an atomic action set
or NULL. By meta-actions based decision system, we mean a triple consisting with S,
meta-actions associated with S, and the influence matrix linking them.
We say that r is valid in S with respect to meta-action Mi , if the following condition
holds:
if (∃p ≤ k)[A[i,p] (Mi ) is defined], then
(∀p ≤ k)[ if A[i,p] (Mi ) is defined, then (A[i,p] , a[i,p] → a[j,p] ) = (A[i,p] , Ei,p )]
We say that r is valid in S with respect to meta-actions {M1 , M2 , ..., Mn }, if there is i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that r is valid in S with respect to meta-action Mi .
To give an example, assume that S is a decision system represented by Table 1 and
{M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 , M5 , M6 } is the set of meta-actions assigned to S with an influence
matrix shown in Table 2. Clearly, each empty slot in Table 2 corresponds to NULL
value.
Table 2. Influence Matrix for S
a
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6

a2 → a1
a1 → a2

b
b1
b2
b1

a1 → a2

c
c2 → c1
c2
c1
c1
c1

→ c1
→ c2
→ c2
→ c2

In the example presented in previous section, two candidate action rules have been
constructed:
r1 = [[(b, b1 ) · (c, c1 → c2 )] ⇒ (d, d1 → d2 )] and
r2 = [(a, a2 → a1 ) ⇒ (d, d1 → d2 )].
Clearly r1 is valid in S with respect to M4 and M5 . Also, r2 is valid in S with respect to
M1 , M4 , M5 because there is no overlap between the domain of action rule r2 and the
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set of attributes influenced by any of these meta-actions. However, we can not say that
r2 is valid in S with respect to M2 since b2 is not listed in the classification part of r2 .
Assume that S = (X, A ∪ {d}, V ) is a decision system with meta-actions {M1 , M2 ,
..., Mn } associated with S. Any candidate action rule extracted from S which is valid
in a meta-actions based decision system is called action rule. So, the process of action
rules discovery is simplified to checking the validity of candidate action rules.

5 Conclusion
New algorithm for action rules discovery from the data containing both symbolic and
numerical attributes is presented. The method basically follows C4.5 or CART with
only one exception - before any flexible attribute is used as a splitting one, all stable
attributes have to be processed first. Each path starting from the root and built from
stable attributes defines a class of candidate action rules having the same heading. Metaactions jointly with the influence matrix are used as a postprocessing tool in action
rules discovery. Influence matrix shows the correlations among classification attributes
triggered off by meta-actions. If the candidate actions rules are not on par with them,
then they are not classified as action rules. However, the influence matrix may not show
all the interactions between classification attributes, so still some of the resulting action
rules may fail when tested on real data.
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